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Abstract: A GV-semi group is a semi group in which some power of each element is regular and every regular element 
lies in a subgroup. The minimum group congruence on a GV-semi group is investigated by means of establishing a 

subset and a binary relation. A description of the minimum group congruence on a GV-semi group is given. Moreover, 

the particular Transparent description on the minimum group congruence is obtained in the case of a completely regular 

semi group. 
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1.Introduction 

Throughout this paper, we follow the notation and conventions of Howie [6]. Recall that a semi group is said to be 
eventually regular if each of its element has some power is regular. In particular, every regular element of an eventually 

regular semi group lies in a subgroup, then it is said to be a GV-semi group. From the definition of GV-semi groups, we 

conclude that the case of GV-semi groups is the special case of eventually regular semi groups. Edward, P. M [2] was 

successful in showing that many results for regular semi groups can be obtained for eventually regular semi groups. The 

strategy to study eventually regular semi groups is to generalize known results for regular semi groups to eventually 

regular semi groups. Group congruences on regular semi groups have been investigated by many algebraists. Latorre, D. 

R [5] explored group congruences on regular semi groups extensively and gave the representation of group congruences 

on regular semi groups. Hanumantha R.S [4] generalized the results in [5] for regular semi groups to eventually regular 

semi groups.  Moreover, group congruences on E-inversive semi groups were studied in [7, 8]. 

 

In this paper, the author explores the minimum group congruences on a GV-semi group by means of establishing a 

subset and a binary relation. The minimum group congruence on a GV-semi group is characterized. Moreover, the 
particular transparent description on the minimum group congruence is obtained in the case of a completely regular semi 

group. 

 

2.Preliminaries 

Let S  be a semi group and .Sa  As usual, SE  is the set of all idempotents of S ,  SE  is the sub 

semigroup of S  generated by SE  and N  the positive integers. An element x  of S  is called a weak inverse of a  if

xxax  . We denote by )(aW  the set of all weak inverses of a  in S , by )(ar  the least positive integer n  such that 

na  is a regular element. Let   be congruence on a semigroup S . Then   is called group congruence if the quotient 

S  is a group.  In particular, a congruence   is said to be the minimum group congruence if S  is the maximum 

group morphic image of S . For a congruence   of S , the subset )}({  SEaSa   of S  is called the kernel 

of   denoted by ker . 

 

Let S  be a GV-semi group and H  be a subset of S . Then H  is called self-conjugate if for any Sa , there 

exists naraVa nn  )(),()( '
such that HHaaaHaaHa nnnn   '1'1 )(,)( . The subset H  is called 

closure of H if },{ HhxHhSxH  . In particular, if HH  , then H  is said to be closed.  A subset 
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H  of S  is called full if HES  . Moreover, a subsemigroup K  is called weak self-conjugate if for any

),(, / aWaSa  there exist KaKaKKaa  // , . 

 

For a subset H of S , a binary relation is defined on S  named H  as: 

}),(:),{( // HabbWbSSbaH  . For a subset SE  of S , a binary relation is denoted on S  named 

R  as: },,:),{( byxaEyxSSbaR S   

We give some lemmas which will be used in the sequel. 

 

Lemma 2.1 ([2, 3]) Let S  be an eventually regular semi group and   be a congruence on S . If a  is an idempotent of

S , then an idempotent e  can be found in S  such that ea . 

 

Remark. Since S  is an eventually regular semi group and   is group congruence on S , x  is an idempotent of S  

for all  SEx . 

 

Lemma 2.2 ([6]) For an arbitrary binary relation B on a semi group S , define

}),(,,:),{( ' BbaSyxSxSxbyxayBC  and
n

n

CC＃ BBB ]1)([ 1

1

 




 . Then the following 

statements are true: 

(1) 
CB  Is the smallest left and right compatible relation containing B ; 

(2) 
＃B  Is the minimum congruence containing B . 

 

Lemma 2.3 ([7]) Let S  be a regular semigroup with a unique idempotent, and then S  is a group. 

 

Lemma 2.4 ([1]) Let S  be a semi group and Ge be a subgroup of S  with the identitye .  If na Ge for some 

positive integer n , then Geaeea   

 

3.Main Results 

We begin the section with the main result of this paper. 

 

Theorem 3.1 Let S  be a GV-semi group and R  be a binary relation on S  defined in Preliminaries. Then the following 

statements are true: 

(1) If  SE  satisfies self-conjugate condition, then R  is the minimum group congruence on S . 

(2) If  SE  does not satisfy self-conjugate condition, then 
＃R  is the minimum group congruence on S . 

 

We shall prove Theorem 3.1 preceded by a sequence of lemmas. 

 

Lemma 3.2 Let S  be a GV-semi group and Sba , . If the sub semigroup H  of S  is weak self-conjugate, closed 

and full, then the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) ba H ; 

(2) HbaHab  // ,  for )(),( // aWabWb  ; 

(3) Hab /
For )(/ bWb  . 

Proof.   (1) (2)  Suppose ba H  for Sba , , then there exists )(// aWa   such that Hab //
, and so 

Hbbab ///
for )(/ bWb  . For any SEaaaWa  // ),( , it follows from Lemma 2.3 that

Habbaabbaabab  )()( ////////
. Since H  is weak self-conjugate, closed and full, we deduce Hbaab ///

, so 

that Hab /
.  In a 
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Similar way, we prove Hba /
 for ).(/ aWa   

(2) ⇒ (3) Using the statement (2), we conclude that there exists )(/ bWb  such that Hab /
. Since H  

is weak self-conjugate, we obtain Haaba //
and HEaa S /

,  

so that ./ Hab   

 (3) ⇒ (1) For Sba , , there exists )(/ bWb  such that Hab /
.  From the weak self-conjugate of H , 

we deduce Habbb //
and Hbb /

.  And since H  is closed, we have Hab /
, which leads to 

.ba H    

 

Lemma 3.3 Let S  be a GV-semi group and R  be a binary relation on S  defined in Preliminaries.  If < SE > satisfies 

self-conjugate condition, then R is the minimum group congruence on S . 

 

Proof.  We first show that R  is equivalence on S .  Let Sa , then there exists Nm  such that Geam  , where 

Ge is a subgroup of S  with the identity e .  It follows from lemma 2.4 that aeea ..  , and so aRa , which leads to R  

is reflexive. To prove the symmetry, suppose aRb  for Sba , . Then there exist  SEyx,  such that byxa  . 

Since< SE > is self-conjugate, together with )(),()(,)( ''1 brmbVbEbbb mm

S

mm 
,we deduce 

),(),()'(,)( '1 arnaVaExaaa nn

S

nn 
 hence 

S

mmnn Ebbxabaa )'()'( 11
, and so

bbbybaabbxabaabbxabaaa mmnnmmnnmmnn ])'()'([)'()'(])'()'([ 1111   , 

Where S

mmnn Ebbybaa  )'(,)'( 1
. It follows that 

S

mmnn Ebbybaa )'()'( 1
, and so 

bRa , which infers that R  is symmetry.  To prove the transitivity, let bRcaRb, . 

Then there exist  SEtsyx ,,, such that ctsbbyxa  , , so that  SEsxtyasxsbytyc ,,)()( , 

which leads to aRc . Hence R  is transitive, and so R  is an equivalence. 

 

We now turn to showing that R  is congruence.  Let SbaaRb ,, . Then there exist  SEyx, such that

byxa  . Since < SE > is self-conjugate, we conclude  S

mm Ecc )'( and 

S

nnmm Ebbcbc )'()'( 1
where

)(),( brncrm  , Sc . Notice that

])'()'([)'()'(])'()'([ 11111 bycbbccbcbycbbcbccacxbbcbc nnmmnnmmnnmm   . 

For ),()'( mm cVc  )()'( nn bVb  , we get  

 

S

nnmm

S

nn EbycbbccEbybb )'()'(,)'( 111
, hence acRbc , and so R  satisfies right compatible. On 

the other hand, a similar argument will show that R  satisfies left compatible. Thus R  is a congruence on S . 

 

We then show that R  is group congruence on S . For Sa , it follows from lemma 2.4 that there exists 

SEeNm  ,  such that Geam   and Geeaae  , hence eeaeeaea )( , and so aa Re . And since ea  is 

a regular element, R  is a regular congruence, which implies that RS  is a regular semigroup.  Moreover, it is obvious 

that fefe )()(   for SEfe , , and so eRf . It follows from lemma 2.1 that there exists SEe  such that Rea  for

)( RSEaR , so that RS  only has an idempotent.  We, By lemma 2.3, conclude that RS  is a group, so that R  is 

a group congruence on S . 

 

We finally show that R  is the minimum group congruence on S .  Let aRb  for Sba ,  and   be any group 

congruence on S  with e  as the unique   idempotent of S . Then there exist  SEyx,  such that byxa  , 

and so     ..)(.)(  ybbyaxxa  It follows from lemma 2.1 and the remark that  eyx   for
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 SEyx, , and so beebbyaeaxa   )()()( , so that ba . Thus we claim R , and so 

R  is the minimum group congruence on S , as required. 

 

Lemma 3.4 Let S  be a GV-semi group and R  be a binary relation on S  defined in Preliminaries.  If < SE > does not 

satisfy self-conjugate condition, then 
＃R is the minimum group congruence on S . 

 

Proof.  It follows from lemma 2.2 that 
＃R is congruence on S . We now show that 

＃R is group congruence on S .  For

SEfe , , we see fefe )()(  , and so eRf , so that feR＃
. Thus we, by lemma 2.1, conclude that 

#RS  only has 

an idempotent.  The fact that 
＃R is a regular congruence is proved as the same technique in lemma 3.3.  Therefore it 

follows from lemma 2.3 that 
＃R  is a group congruence on S . 

 

We then turn to showing that 
＃R  is the minimum group congruence on S . Let aRb  for Sba ,  and   be any 

group congruence on S  with e  as the unique idempotent of S . Then there exist  SEyx,  such that

byxa  .  Hence ,)()( xabyxa    ebbyeaa  )()( , and so ba , which implies R .  It 

follows from lemma 2.2 that 
＃R is the minimum congruence containing R , hence ＃R , and so 

＃R  is the 

minimum group congruence on S . 

 

Theorem 3.1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4. As a specialization of Theorem 

3.1, the following result is immediate. 

 

Theorem 3.5 Let S  is a completely regular semigroup. Then the following statements are true: 

(1) If < SE > satisfies self-conjugate condition, then R  is the minimum group congruence on S ； 

(2) If < SE > does not satisfy self-conjugate condition, then 
＃R  is the minimum group congruence on S . 

Remark In view of the proof in lemma 3.3, we observe that 
＃R  ( R ) is the least group congruence on S  when S  is a 

GV-semi group. 
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